

Host John A says:
****** Begin Pharaoh Mission******
                    "Meetings"

SO Qwynn says:
:: on the bridge reconfiguring tricorders as the Captain leaves for the Cargo Bay ::

Lt. Wallis says:
::Standing on the bridge monitoring the captain from a hopefully real console::

OPS Stidd says:
::On the bridge assisting SO::

SO Qwynn says:
:: hesitates ::

FCO Horn says:
::at helm control, deciding if to trust her sensors::

EO DeSylvia says:
:: At Engineering station on Bridge going over internal data ::

CO von Krieg says:
::stops at the TL::

TO Williams says:
::Disheartened at the captain's stubbornness::

OPS Stidd says:
SO: Something wrong?

SO Qwynn says:
OPS:  He shouldn't go alone

OPS Stidd says:
SO: The captain has made his mind up and only he knows what logic he is using.

Host John A says:
ACTION: The XO leaves the "Field nullifying" Tricorder behind and follows the CO. As he steps out of range a bright blast of light renders him unconscious

CO von Krieg says:
::moves to help the XO:: All: It appears that we have a change in plans.

Lt Wallis says:
:: rushes to the XO's side and scans him with his tricorder::

SO Qwynn says:
OPS:  I'm going to check on him.  :: takes her tricorder and hurries to the TL ::

FCO Horn says:
*Medical*: We have a medical Emergency on the Bridge

TO Williams says:
*CO*: If you ever need some assistance out there... I'm always ready... ::Tries to sound as un-emotional as possible::

Lt Wallis says:
CO: You must stay here as commanding officer correct sir? I am now the only one qualified, as the CSO of the Admirals vessel... to go out there

OPS Stidd says:
::steps over and searches for any signs of the light source::

SO Qwynn says:
TL: Deck four, cargo bay

EO DeSylvia says:
:: starts checking sensors for frequency of light and starts looking for other damage ::

SO Qwynn says:
:: approaches the Cargo Bay carefully ::

CO von Krieg says:
::stops momentarily, weighing his options::

TO Williams says:
::Runs a diagnostic on the Pharaoh... knowing that its not real in the first place... but to waste time::

Lt Wallis says:
ALL: We seem to have a lack of command officers, anyone mind if I take the bridge?

EO DeSylvia says:
:: realizes what he's doing; stops and looks out viewscreen ::

CO von Krieg says:
*FCO*: Lt. Horn, There has been a change in plans. The bridge is yours.

Host John A says:
ACTION: The stars of open space meet the EOs gaze

FCO Horn says:
*CO*: Aye sir

Lt Wallis says:
::steps back to his console sheepishly::

EO DeSylvia says:
:: thinks: now that looks normal enough ::

FCO Horn says:
::Gets relived from her post and assumes the big chair::

TO Williams says:
::Grumbles at his ill fortunes... "I'm much more experienced at handling this vessel then the FCO"... and grumbles to himself::

CO von Krieg says:
::looks at Wallis:: Wallis: Mr. Wallis, I am only generally familiar with your service record. I am aware of your science qualification, however.

SO Qwynn says:
:: maintains some distance between herself and the Captain... notices Lt Wallis is with him ::

EO DeSylvia says:
self: I wonder if I stepped outside if it would kill me or just place me someplace else?  :: looks at SCI for external readings ::

CO von Krieg says:
Wallis: I will not order you to accompany me outside. Consider it a request.

SO Qwynn says:
:: walks up to the CO::  CO: Permission to join you sir.

FCO Horn says:
OPS: I want you to monitor the CO and his party, and report any unusual readings

CO von Krieg says:
SO: Mr. Qwynn, I am relying on you and Mr. Stidd to retrieve us. Please don’t let me down.

OPS Stidd says:
FCO: Yes ma'am.

Lt Wallis says:
:: Gives the Pharaoh CO an uncertain look but speaks in a sure sound:: CO: It would be my honor and my duty to accompany you on this mission...

SO Qwynn says:
CO: As you wish sir

FCO Horn says:
TO: I need you to keep an active scan on the area and be ready for anything

Lt Wallis says:
CO: Ready when you are

FCO Horn says:
Self: I just hope the sensors work right

CO von Krieg says:
::moves to a locker and begins to pull on EVA suit.

EO DeSylvia says:
SO: I just had a thought about our situation... but don't know if you've already thought of it.

FCO Horn says:
EO: Please monitor all power flows, and let me know if there is any change when the CO leaves

OPS Stidd says:
::steps over to SCI station 2 and begins monitoring::

TO Williams says:
FCO: Aye.... ma`am... but just to remind you.... ma'am... that these reading can be messed up by this space we are caught in... no telling what readings we will get... ::a bit of harshness... but not too much in his voice::

CO von Krieg says:
::checks the programming of his tricorder::

Lt Wallis says:
::Follows the CO and stands by his side, opening another EVA suit and pulls it on::

EO DeSylvia says:
:: Watches Power Flow for anything out of place ::

Lt Wallis says:
:: Uses his own tricorder to "scan" the EVA suit, hoping this plan is as sure as it sounds::

SO Qwynn says:
*OPS* I'll be monitoring the CO from the Cargo Bay, sir.

OPS Stidd says:
*SO*: Confirmed, I will use your readings to confirm mine here on the bridge.

FCO Horn says:
*OPS*: If possible, keep a visual on them as long as possible

CO von Krieg says:
::moves to the hatch:: All: Clear the area. ::a hint of uncertainty creeps into his voice::

Lt Wallis says:
::follows the CO and simultaneously searches for something to hold on to::

FCO Horn says:
OPS: Belay that order

EO DeSylvia says:
FCO: What have your thoughts been on this..... place?

FCO Horn says:
*SO*: Keep a visual on them as long as possible

CO von Krieg says:
::enganes manual release on hatch::

TO Williams says:
::Broods to himself, as he scans for the Captain::

SO Qwynn says:
*FCO* Acknowledged, ma'am.  Qwynn out.

OPS Stidd says:
fco: Hatch released ma'am.

Host John A says:
ACTION: AS the Bay doors open the Tricorders keep the probes weapons at bay, The CO and Wallis are greeted by the cold gray walls of  the probe some 75 meters away, Small devices the same shape as the probe flit about and move towards the open bay

FCO Horn says:
OPS: Thank you Mr. Stidd

SO Qwynn says:
*OPS* The Captain has released the hatch.  I'm reading low gravity and a thin nitrogen/oxygen atmosphere within the range of this tricorder.

CO von Krieg says:
@::cautiously steps out::

Lt Wallis says:
::scans the interior of the vessel:: CO: Sir, artificial life?

Lt Wallis says:
@:: Steps out of the Pharaoh's bay and into the alien vessel::

OPS Stidd says:
*SO*: Confirmed here

FCO Horn says:
*CO*: Is everything alright sir?

CO von Krieg says:
@Wallis: probes perhaps?

SO Qwynn says:
*OPS* It appears to be attempting to fix itself, though are tricorders are preventing repairs within their range.  :: amazed by the technology she is witnessing ::

Host John A says:
ACTION: The small probes move to flash a beam at the AT, but it won't penetrate the tricorders range

Lt Wallis says:
@CO: Look at them, they are almost like borg drones, each moves and functions like a part of a collective

OPS Stidd says:
*SO* :Explain

Lt Wallis says:
@CO: It appears they are trying to "Flash" us

CO von Krieg says:
@*FCO*: We have entered what appears to be a vessel. We will attempt to find a control center.

FCO Horn says:
::Listens intently at the conversation::

Lt Wallis says:
@CO: Sir, are you armed?

SO Qwynn says:
*OPS* I'm seeing flashes of light like before, but they are ineffective

FCO Horn says:
*CO*: Aye sir. We will try to keep monitoring your progress from here

OPS Stidd says:
*SO* Fascinating

TO Williams says:
::Listens to the AT and their messages::

SO Qwynn says:
*OPS* It seems to almost have tendrils, each performing some function.

Lt Wallis says:
@:: looks behind him, while keeping tricorder in hand, and notices that the beams are projected all over the hull::

CO von Krieg says:
@*OPS*: Mr. Stidd, your solution works. Can you implement it through the ship's sensors?

FCO Horn says:
TO: Keep a good lock on them

SO Qwynn says:
*OPS* some are projecting images into the windows of the ship.

TO Williams says:
::Modifies lock coordinates on the AT, to make sure they are there::

OPS Stidd says:
*CO*: I will attempt it immediately.

FCO Horn says:
EO: Have you noticed any change according to your sensors?

CO von Krieg says:
@::gently pushes into the alien vessels volume::

Lt Wallis says:
@CO: They appear to be artificial and machines, if we could implement a virus into their computer core... or the equivalent there of, it may cause function to cease and we could return to normal space

SO Qwynn says:
*OPS* This ship is definitely within another larger ship or.... 

Host John A says:
ACTION: A mini-probe forgoes the beam and charges Wallis, knocking him across the floor of the probe...

Lt Wallis says:
@::Grips tightly to his tricorder and stands, readying himself for another charge::

EO DeSylvia says:
:: shakes head :: FCO: not on what I'm showing.

OPS Stidd says:
*SO* I am attempting to transmit the codes into the entire ship, stand by.

FCO Horn says:
EO: Thank you

Lt Wallis says:
@:: Gazes around his surroundings and views a hatch::

SO Qwynn says:
:: sees the Lieutenant knocked and moves forward ::

FCO Horn says:
TO: Do you show anything on your sensors beside the AT?

OPS Stidd says:
::Begins entering and running the new codes through the Pharaohs computers::

CO von Krieg says:
@::scans for a control center::

TO Williams says:
*CO* : I read erratic life signs, do you need assistance?

Lt Wallis says:
@CO: I believe there’s a hatch, to... well who knows where to right here

TO Williams says:
FCO: Small probe droids....

EO DeSylvia says:
FCO: Could this be some sort of Holodeck or something like that?

FCO Horn says:
EO: At this point, I don't know. All I know is that I do not like it

CO von Krieg says:
@TO*: Negative, however I may need you to implement a surgical strike to disable the probe.

FCO Horn says:
*Medical*: I want a medical team by the hatch in case this gets nasty

SO Qwynn says:
*OPS* I'm getting those Binary type thought patterns again but I don't know that I'd still consider them patterns, they've become jumbled, confused.

SO Qwynn says:
*CO* I'm getting those Binary type thought patterns again but I don't know that I'd still consider them patterns, they've become jumbled, confused.

CO von Krieg says:
@::using measured turns, faces Wallis:: Wallis: Through the hatch.

TO Williams says:
*CO* : Aye... at your command.

Lt Wallis says:
@:: looks back and turns to the hatch, pushing what seems to be a release::

Lt Wallis says:
@:: waits for the hatch to open::

CO von Krieg says:
::relays SO's information to Wallis::

OPS Stidd says:
*SO* Continue monitoring them and report to me any new changes.

CO von Krieg says:
<@>

OPS Stidd says:
*CO* Can you read me?

CO von Krieg says:
@*OPS* Affirmative. Go ahead.

SO Qwynn says:
*OPS* I can breathe in this atmosphere, I'm moving closer.  I'll keep you posted.

Host John A says:
ACTION: A dimly lit room lies behind the hatch, two chair sit in front of a swirling glowing orb of light

Lt Wallis says:
@:: Checks his tricorder for the SO's information and then steps through the hatch into a new room::

CO von Krieg says:
@::follows Wallis::

SO Qwynn says:
*CO* I'm not sensing emotion, perse, but what I'm getting is coming from the other side of that hatch.  I'm coming closer.

OPS Stidd says:
*CO* I have pretty much repaired the entire Pharaoh, even the replicators, Starting new scans with the repaired sensors.

Lt Wallis says:
@:: Scans the room, searching for a control surface or console::

FCO Horn says:
*SO*: Stay at your post. I don't want to loose you too if this goes bad.

SO Qwynn says:
:: steps out of the Cargo Bay slowly moving towards the CO's position, tricorder in hand ::

TO Williams says:
::Wishes he was down helping the captain...::

CO von Krieg says:
@::clenches fist:: *OPS*:Excellent!  *FCO* Do whatever it takes to get the ship out.

EO DeSylvia says:
:: Thinks: I wonder what my wife is doing ::

TO Williams says:
::Glares back at the captain's seat... and turns around to sit, grumbling::

FCO Horn says:
*CO*: Aye sir, but not before you are on board again

OPS Stidd says:
FCO: Everything they have reported I am getting on the sensors.

SO Qwynn says:
*FCO* Alex, I feel a presence, it's in pain, I can help them!

OPS Stidd says:
All: We have full Operations again.

FCO Horn says:
*SO*: What do you mean pain?

FCO Horn says:
OPS: Understood

Lt Wallis says:
@CO: The architecture of this ship makes it hard to penetrate the hull... from the exterior, perhaps a strike from inside would breach it, but for now lets examine this room

SO Qwynn says:
:: moves more quickly toward the feeling she's sensing ::

FCO Horn says:
*SO*: What can you do?

Host ORB says:
ACTION: as the ATs translators begin to decipher the Orbs soft murmurs, speech begins to form

CO von Krieg says:
@::approaches the orb, hope the UT is working::

OPS Stidd says:
::Returns to OPS::  FCO: Awaiting your orders.

Host ORB says:
All: error error reset, vessel is hostile...

Lt Wallis says:
@:: Stands up next to the Orb and scans it with his tricorder hoping to reveal something::

SO Qwynn says:
@ :: moves through the final hatch, arriving with the Captain and Lieutenant ::

FCO Horn says:
OPS: Co-ordinate with the TO and make sure we are able to get the CO and the rest on board at a moments notice

Lt Wallis says:
@CO: It believes we are hostile... perhaps if we could make contact...

CO von Krieg says:
@::hostile?: Orb: We are travelers. We are not hostile.

Host ORB says:
All: no positive interface possible . Begin defense simulation, vessel is hostile

SO Qwynn says:
@ CO: I'm feeling a strong sense of pain

OPS Stidd says:
FCO: aye aye

Lt Wallis says:
@ALL: Defense simulation... those words aren't music to my ears

SO Qwynn says:
@ CO: Pain, confusion, overload almost.

TO Williams says:
::Nods... half-willingly at the FCO... and walks over to the OPS station::

FCO Horn says:
EO: Make sure the engines are working properly and ready to engage them on my order

CO von Krieg says:
@::Notes the SO's arrival::

CO von Krieg says:
@*FCO* Mr. Horn, the alien vessel considers us as hostile.  I assume that defensive systems are back on line?

OPS Stidd says:
TO: Can we establish a transporter lock on them yet?

Host ORB says:
All: Defense program is running independent. Warning no main core interface.

FCO Horn says:
::Notices the TO:: TO: THe best way to help out the CO is to do your job anf make sure he comes back safe.

EO DeSylvia says:
:: runs through system check :: FCO: Aye sir.

SO Qwynn says:
@ CO: I've been trying to communicate with the feelings I’m getting but it's not working.  The confusion is growing as if to a threshold

Lt Wallis says:
@:: Steps up closer to the orb, and wonders if his tricorder can interface::

FCO Horn says:
*CO*: Yes sir. All systems are operational

Lt Wallis says:
@CO: Sir, we might be able to interface with the orb and the ships computer system... I'm not sure how to but it might be possible

CO von Krieg says:
@SO: Can we repair its interface? This technology is almost beyond us.

FCO Horn says:
*CO*: Is there anything we can do from up here?

CO von Krieg says:
@*FCO* Be ready to get my ship out!

OPS Stidd says:
FCO: I can shut down all power to weapons.

FCO Horn says:
*CO*: Yes sir

Lt Wallis says:
@:: Scans the Orb searching for a form of input into the system::

SO Qwynn says:
@ CO: I'll attempt to do so  :: moves to the interface ::

CO von Krieg says:
@Wallis: If you can, do so.

Host ORB says:
ACTION: The Lt's Tri-corder makes a visible change in the orb, from an angry red swirl to pinks and blues

CO von Krieg says:
@::steps back and watches the experts work::

FCO Horn says:
OPS: Negative. Not yet

SO Qwynn says:
@ :: works with the Lieutenant to try to make the interface work ::

TO Williams says:
OPS: Im trying

OPS Stidd says:
FCO: If it views us as hostile then powering down our weapons might show good faith.

EO DeSylvia says:
:: tweeks systems to boost warp energy in a pinch ::

Host ORB says:
All: Greetings we are the H'julscka. We seek positive interchange... will you interface?

Lt Wallis says:
@CO: I think I got something...

SO Qwynn says:
@ Lt: there, you got it started...

FCO Horn says:
OPS: Not while the CO is out there in an unknown environment

OPS Stidd says:
TO: I can boost gain to the transporter sensors if that will help.

TO Williams says:
OPS: Okay, thanks....

CO von Krieg says:
@SO: Does it want data?

FCO Horn says:
*CO*: Everything alright so far?

SO Qwynn says:
@ CO/Lt: does it want the code we found?

CO von Krieg says:
@*FCO* Stand by, Lt.

FCO Horn says:
TO: If we power down weapons, how fast can we power them back up?

TO Williams says:
FCO: A matter of seconds...

CO von Krieg says:
@AT: First Contact protocols are in effect.

FCO Horn says:
OPS: Go ahead and power down. But, I want a constant lock on them

FCO Horn says:
TO: Keep your finger on the trigger

TO Williams says:
FCO: Oh course... Its there all the time... ::Grins::

OPS Stidd says:
FCO: Confirmed, Powering down weapons.:: Diverts power from weapons::

Lt Wallis says:
@::monitors the orb and steps closer, monitoring the EM bands that the binary was sent on::

FCO Horn says:
EO: Any unusual power fluctuations?

CO von Krieg says:
@Wallis/SO: Can you return the code, or a message from us in the same code?

SO Qwynn says:
@CO: I can feed the code we found into the orb interface, yes

Host ORB says:
ACTION: A panel in the room begins to smoke , and the Orb turns a deeper red

OPS Stidd says:
::Attempts to get a visual of the location of the CO and the AT::

CO von Krieg says:
@SO: Initiate the code transfer.

SO Qwynn says:
@ CO: Yes,sir.  :: transmit the binary code to the ORB ::

Host ORB says:
All: Hostiles have entered! All systems are independent. begin termination

EO DeSylvia says:
FCO: all in the green

FCO Horn says:
EO: Thank you

SO Qwynn says:
@ CO: the code has been received

CO von Krieg says:
@*FCO* Lt., I hope that you have found an exit prepare to leave. The AT will be on board shortly.

FCO Horn says:
TO/OPS: What is your status

Host ORB says:
All: Shut down Shut down! Abort Abort

TO Williams says:
FCO: Ready when you are  OPS: Do you have the transporter lock?

CO von Krieg says:
@SO/Wallis: Pull out.  Back to the ship.

FCO Horn says:
*CO*: Yes sir. I do have a plan

Host ORB says:
All: Termination program is active and independent

Lt Wallis says:
@CO: I think the system is just becoming unstabilized, initiating random algorithms

SO Qwynn says:
@ :: Runs back to the ship with the CO and Lt ::

Lt Wallis says:
@:: runs through the hatch and sprints for the bay::

CO von Krieg says:
@::motions for the AT to hurry::

Host John A says:
ACTION: The Orb shrinks in on itself and disappears, as the deck begins to shake

Lt Wallis says:
@:: Thanks the almighty that he ran track for Starfleet academy but still wishes he could get to that bay on the Pharaoh faster::

SO Qwynn says:
@ :: runs thru the cargo bay doors back onto the ship ::

CO von Krieg says:
@::pushes with his feet to float into the cargo bay::

OPS Stidd says:
FCO/TO: Transporter locked and on full standby with weapons if needed.

CO von Krieg says:
*FCO* All on board! Get us out of here!

FCO Horn says:
ALL: What is the status of the AT?

TO Williams says:
ALL: Weapons are always ready... and a pleasure to be used... ::grins::

FCO Horn says:
TO: Fire torpedoes and make a hole for us.

OPS Stidd says:
::repowers weapons::

EO DeSylvia says:
FCO: Engines are go for maximum warp

TO Williams says:
::Lets loose a barrage of torpedoes, hoping to make a VERY big hole::

FCO Horn says:
Helm: Engage engines and take us through the hole

Lt Wallis says:
@::dives through the hatch of the pharaoh and then gets up and sprints for the turbolift, with adrenaline still pumping::

SO Qwynn says:
:: makes her way to the TL and waits for the CO and Lt. ::

OPS Stidd says:
::Triggers red alert::

Host John A says:
ATION: The torpedoes explode will no effect on a neutronium plate

CO von Krieg says:
::limping slightly, hindered by the suit, makes for bridge::

SO Qwynn says:
TL: Bridge!

Lt Wallis says:
*FCO* The away team seems to be onboard,

TO Williams says:
ALL: Oh... shoot....

Lt Wallis says:
:: steps in the turbolift with the others and heads for the bridge::

TO Williams says:
::Lets loose a barrage of phaser fire::

FCO Horn says:
TO: Where is the hole?

Host John A says:
ACTION: the probe and pharaoh inside both begin to shake and shudder

TO Williams says:
FCO: No effect!!!

OPS Stidd says:
::Scans for a weak spot to target for the weapons::

TO Williams says:
FCO: Torpedoes have no effect on the wall!!

Lt Wallis says:
::arrives on the bridge and wonders out:: FCO: Can you pin down the key stress point on the hull?

CO von Krieg says:
::enter bridge:: FCO:is there a weak spot in the neutronium plating?

FCO Horn says:
CO: I the TO and OPS are working on that now sir

SO Qwynn says:
:: enters bridge and goes to Science station ::

Lt Wallis says:
ALL: If we can pin down the key stress points in the ship's hull we can vent plasma from the nacelles, super heating the metal and causing integrity to fail, fast impulse would be able to clear the ship?

FCO Horn says:
::Checks her sensors:: CO: There is a weak point in front where all the probes come together

CO von Krieg says:
TO: There is your surgical strike, Mr. Williams. Fire at will.

FCO Horn says:
::Once CO entered bridge resumed her post at helm control::

FCO Horn says:
::Plots course and is ready to engage at will::

TO Williams says:
CO: My pleasure... ::Pinpoints and fires at the small targets... with pinpoint accuracy::

EO DeSylvia says:
self: What's the point of trying to run in a replicated ship?

OPS Stidd says:
::Boosts power to the deflector array::

Host John A says:
ACTION: The probe is shaking violently now...and the replica Pharaoh begins to fall apart as well

FCO Horn says:
::Monitors the weak point, and ready to go once a opening has appeared::

TO Williams says:
::Fires some more torpedoes, and some perfectly timed phaser bursts::

CO von Krieg says:
TO: Launch the warhead. Now!

TO Williams says:
::Presses the big red flashing button to fire the warhead::

Lt Wallis says:
CO: This is just a replica... it's not real... we need to get to the real vessel... we need to find a way to drop back into normal space so the admiral can beam us out

SO Qwynn says:
:: trying to a certain the correct way to drop back into normal space ::

CO von Krieg says:
Wallis:: Break from insides, man. Break from the egg.

Lt Wallis says:
CO: This "Replica" Pharaoh might not be space worthy, it's just a replica made to house us in a regular environment!

Host John A says:
ACTION: The entire nose of the ship detaches and rips the front of the probe off

Solok says:
::Appears on the bridge:: All: Cease!!!

Lt Wallis says:
CO: Which means when we break out into space, it could very well go bye bye...

CO von Krieg says:
Wallis: Either way, we are dead.

FCO Horn says:
All: What about the two shuttles that appeared earlier. Aren't they real?

Solok says:
::Looks to the CO:: CO: Sir. stop!!

TO Williams says:
::Turns to the captain for orders... upon the appearance of Solok::

EO DeSylvia says:
:: looks at Solok ::

OPS Stidd says:
::Turns rapidly towards Solo::

SO Qwynn says:
:: turns toward the intruder ::

Host John A says:
ACTION: Fires start to burn on the bridge, then suddenly transport beams start making crewmen disappear

CO von Krieg says:
::looks startled at the intruder's appearance::

Lt Wallis says:
CO: Not if we cause a variance enough for the ship  to drop into normal space and the Admiral to beam us off

FCO Horn says:
Self: What is going on here

OPS Stidd says:
Solok: Explain this.

TO Williams says:
Solok: Please do...

Lt Wallis says:
:: Looks at the transporting members:: CO: Like what is happening as we speak, the admiral is beaming us off

Solok says:
::Waves a hand and all motion ceases on the bridge::

FCO Horn says:
::Sees Solok and wonders what he is doing here::

SO Qwynn says:
:: transports to the real Pharaoh ::

CO von Krieg says:
Wallis: I hope that he has planned for that eventuality. I know K'Rust. He's a scientist at heart.

TO Williams says:
::Rematerializes::

Solok says:
::Turns to Stidd:: You

OPS Stidd says:
::Appears on the real Pharaoh::

FCO Horn says:
::Looks around and notices the she is not where she was::

CO von Krieg says:
::feels the transporter grab him::

OPS Stidd says:
All: Where is Solok?

FCO Horn says:
OPS: What just happened?

CO von Krieg says:
::materializes::

FCO Horn says:
ALL: Is this the real Pharaoh?

TO Williams says:
::Sighs, never getting this...::

Lt Wallis says:
:: feels the hull of the replica coming apart::

Lt Wallis says:
:: waits to be transported::

Host John A says:
ACTION: The look isn't maintain with the CO as his "ship" crumples around him and Wallis

Solok says:
::Points to Stidd:: You!!!

OPS Stidd says:
FCO: This is the real pharaoh, but I have no answers as to what just happened.

Host John A says:
ACTION: A rip appears in a bulkhead and Wallis is blow into it to fill the gap

CO von Krieg says:
::looks around and talks to self:: No, she's not ready for me...

Solok says:
::Ignores the rip::

OPS Stidd says:
Solok: How did you get here?

CO von Krieg says:
::moves to aid Wallis, even though it is impossible::

Solok says:
Stidd: I am a glimmer, an echo as it were.

CO von Krieg says:
::looks about at the plates fail and atmosphere spews about::

OPS Stidd says:
Solok: And why here and now do you appear?

Host John A says:
ACTION: The Transporter beam grabs the CO at the last possible instant

Solok says:
Stidd: To help you find the way, why else?

CO von Krieg says:
All: Wallis! Establish a lock and energize!

OPS Stidd says:
self and Solok: This is illogical

EO DeSylvia says:
all: so anyone seen the captain? :: steps from transporter pad ::

Host Adm K’rust says:
ACTION: The crew of the Pharaoh find themselves in the cargo bay and transporter room of the real Pharaoh, a Klingon Admiral walks in and addresses the newly arrived CO

Host Adm K’rust says:
CO: Magnus?  Been on a joy ride have you?

EO DeSylvia says:
:: nods to Adm ::

CO von Krieg says:
::glances around and smiles grimly::

SO Qwynn says:
:: adjusts her uniform ::

CO von Krieg says:
K’rust: not much joy, sir.

Host Adm K’rust says:
All: Welcome home people, the probe has disintegrated into phased space...

TO Williams says:
::Sighs... and stands there... and checks his phaser... his custom built one...::

FCO Horn says:
::upon seeing the Admiral, tries to make herself more presentable::

OPS Stidd says:
::Stands puzzling the events of the past 10 min.::

CO von Krieg says:
::tries to get a quick head count of the crew::

EO DeSylvia says:
:: waits to be acknowledged by CO and Adm ::

TO Williams says:
::Considers how nice living in a nice home... with warm meals... and a wife would be...::

Host Adm K’rust says:
:: notes the COs concern:: CO: We got them all... except Wallis... to close to the phase effect... :: frowns::

Host Adm K’rust says:
All: We have some new crew waiting at 1138, Lets go home!

CO von Krieg says:
::rubs his forehead:: K’rust: You did all you could.

FCO Horn says:
::Smiles at those words, but wonders if this real or if this is fake too::

CO von Krieg says:
::turns to the crew:: All: with the Admiral's permission, I'd like to order shore leave for all.

Host Adm K’rust says:
CO: Mandatory, I sure old friend

Host Adm K’rust says:
******* End Mission******


